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The retirement of thef  space shuttle fl eetfl  in 2011 afforded an

opportunity fory  NASAr andA  industry managersy  to take a fresh look atk

production practices. Justin Pancoast of Northropf  Grumman explains

how engineers expunged ineffi cienciesfi  from production of thef  solid

rocket boosters for NASA’sr  Space Launch System, the agency’s next

human-rated launch vehicle.

BY JUSTIN PANCOAST

Better booster
production

CASE STUDY MANUFACTURING
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W
hen you’ve perfected the man-
ufacturing of af  product over de-
cades for ar  governmenta  customer,t
it isn’t easy toy  make changes. In
the aerospace industry in par-

ticular, no one wants to introduce risk byk  modify-y
ing processes, even when new materialsw become
available and innovative technologies emerge.

When NASA retiredA  the space shuttle fl eetfl  and
transitioned work tok  the heavy lifty Space Launch
System, or SLS, it opened the door for Orbital ATK,

now Northropw  Grumman Innovation Systems, to
make changes that could simultaneously improvey
the quality andy costd  oft  thef  large solid rocketd  boosterst
the company buildsy  for SLS. Part of myf  joby  during
that review in 2011 and 2012 was to help come
up with changes in my worky  area,k  the insulation
component work center where SLS boosters are
now prepared.w During the shuttle program, bare
metal rocket motor cases and components began
their production journey herey  following refurbish-g
ment after a previous space shuttle fl ight.fl  Today,
metal case surfaces are meticulously cleanedy  and
prepared for exterior painting and internal case
bonding operations. Erosion-resistant thermal
insulation materials are applied to interior case
surfaces to protect metal hardware from the heat
generated by burningy  propellant. Following the
autoclave curing of thisf  insulation layer on the
case, an adhesive liner is applied to act as glue
between the insulation and propellant that will
be cast in a different facility aftery  liner application.
In addition to insulated cases, this center is also
responsible for fabrication of thef  flex bearing,
which is a critical component of thef  booster that
allows the thrust vector control system to move
the nozzle for steering control.

Similar efforts took placek  concurrently iny  each
of thef  other work centersk  — case refurbishment,
non-destructive inspection, insulation, nozzle,
mix-cast and fi nalfi assembly —y  as—  well as in admin-
istrative support functions, such as supply chainy
management, financefi and quality.

We followed six stepsx  to make these changes.

Step 1: Involve the customer
When I started working with the other members
of thef insulation component work centerk  team on
this assignment, building a solid rocket booster
was an orchestrated process that had developed
and evolved over the course of thef Space Shuttle
Program. Throughout thet  program the original pro-
cess had grown little by littley  to include additional
checks and inspections introduced to correct and/
or verify problemy  areas within the process. These
additions were in response to non-conformances
discovered at later stages of productionf  or during
post-flightfl inspections.t  There were many “obvious”y
(or so we thought) areas where we could reduce
cycle times — the—  number ofr  hoursf  required tod  man-
ufacture each part of thef  booster — by modifyingy
or eliminating production steps and eliminating
wasteful practices in general. However, we were
concerned NASA might not be willing to accept
those changes, as the existing processes were
fl ight-provenfl  over many years and had evolved
with mission success in mind.

During ourg  fi rstfi  several meetings with NASA asA
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technicians apply high-
performance ablative
insulation materials to
the inside of an SLS
booster segment.
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the prime contractor forr  ther  SLS booster element,r  the
agency madey  it very cleary  that it was fully ony  board
with nearly anyy  changey  we could potentially bringy
forward, as long as we were able to develop a clear
technical rationale for the change, and assurances
that it would not diminish fi nalfi quality ory product
performance and would offer a positive return on
investment. We also had to get allt  proposed changes
approved and implemented through established
control procedures overseen by a joint NASA/
Orbital ATK leadershipK team.

Alex Priskos,x who was NASA’s SLS booster man-
ager at the time, praised our company’s concerted
effort to eliminate waste and drive down costs
while managing risk.g  In a “thank you”k  video to em-
ployees in 2012, Priskos said NASA hadA “accepted
the reality thaty  we must embrace change rather
than avoid it. We are embracing innovation both
technically andy  in our management processes in
order to be successful in these constrained budget
environments. ... Our shared goal is to deliver a
safe, affordable and sustainable launch vehicle.”

Step 2: Map the baseline
Our next step was to map out the baseline process.
We had dedicated conference rooms (designated

as war rooms) where we would lay outy  a process
flow diagram and post it on the wall to have a
visual reference. Then we used Post-It notes of
various colors to identify ally  of thef  process steps
and laid them out in proper series and parallel
flows, so we would see the interconnectedness
and have the ability toy  move the process elements
around as we worked through the modifications.
In addition to mapping the flow, we estimated
cycle times for each part of thef  process. The frus-
trating (and informative) part of thisf  effort was
that we had to revise the baseline process flow aw
number of timesf  as we went through the planning
documents to verify thaty  we fully understoody  our
baseline process. There ended up being a number
of movesf  and holds in the process that, although
we were aware of them,f  hadn’t been included in
the original layout of thef  process. By they  time we
completed the baseline process layout, we had
already identified a couple of movesf we could
potentially eliminate by combining operations
in one station rather than moving a 3.7-meter-
diameter steel cylinder weighing anywhere from
9,000 to 14,000 kilograms from station to station,
thus reducing cycle time, improving safety, and
reducing risk to the product.
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 After vertically

stacking two case
cylinders together to
create an SLS booster
center segment,
technicians perform a
breakover procedure
to transport the
hardware for horizontal
case insulation layup
operations. The segments
shown are destined for
the Exploration Mission-1
vehicle that will send an
uncrewed version of the
Orion spacecraft around
the moon.
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Step 3: Have conversations with the
customer aboutr  obvious waste
As we started to look atk  the process in more depth,
we came up with more ideas about how tow  reduce
the amount of timef  required for various steps.
Sometimes these ideas were relatively simple.y  For
instance, our baseline insulation process required
a 55-minutea  dry timey  after cleaning withg  a specifia cfi
solvent. Other work centersk  doing similar critical
bonding operationsg  successfully usedy  a 30-minutea
dry time for the same solvent on a very similar
material. By aligningy ourg  dryr timey  with that usedt  by
other work centers,k  we could eliminate 25 minutes
of processf  time on every stepy  where that solventt wast
used. NASA askedA  for verificationfi  that the change
would not impact bond integrity. We were able to
point to the similarity withy  other work centersk  and
develop bounding technicalg  rationalel  for ther  change.
As a result,a  NASA askedA  us to implement thet  change
immediately.We found anotherd  easyr  refiy nementfi wast
in the standard practice of performingf ang alcohol
wipe on bonding surfacesg  just prior to bonding. At
fi rstfi  glance, this seems like a prudenta precaution.
However, the practice had crept over the years to
the extent that operators were cleaning someg  parts
multiple times even thoughn  theyh  hady notd  undergonet
any additionaly  processing.l  We determined thed  alcohol
wipes at these unprocessed stages were redundant
and wasteful and could be eliminated.

Other process change recommendations were
less straightforward but still relatively simple.y  As
an example, over the years of thef  shuttle program,

someone determined that a stationa  used to apply ay
coating tog  the interior of thef  case segments would
be more effective if operatorsf  introduced a heatinga
capability toy  decrease dry times.y  That resultedt  in the
need tod  let thet  coated partd  coolt  beforel  operators could
perform the next step in the process. We thought it
might bet  possible to deliver ambientr airt tor the station
via whata  are normally heatingy  ductsg  to “force cool”
the part. After somer  testing weg  determined that thet
accelerated cooling didg  not introduce any changesy
to the initial coating. After hearingr ourg justifir cation,fi
NASA allowedA  us to adopt thet forced cooling option,g
saving nearlyg 24y  hours of processf  time.

Another exampler  was the procedure for touchingr
up Alodine, which is a coatinga  appliedg  for corrosionr
resistance and surface preparation for bonding.
As certain parts moved through the insulation
component work center, operators would repair
any scratchesy in the Alodine immediately, which
introduced a delay intoy  the process. The baseline
process carried nearly 72y  hours of processf  time to
perform these touch-up operations while in the
insulation component work center. Because the
fi nalfi  assemblyl worky  centerk  alsor  had thed  requirement
to perform any necessaryy  Alodiney  repairs prior to
fi nalfi  assembly operations,y  all Alodine operations
in the insulation component work center were
redundant. When we discussed the elimination of
Alodine repairs in the insulation component work
center, some team members hesitated to eliminate
the repair of af  corrosiona  control feature, but wet  de-
termined thatd  witht  theh  typical ambientl  conditionst  in

Powering NASA’s Space Launch System 

Northrop Grumman’s insulation component work center prepares 
segments of booster rocket motors before they are shipped to Kennedy 
Space Center in Florida to be attached to the rest of the booster.
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Promontory, Utah, where we manufacture the solid
rocket boosters, and the length of timef  involved in
moving betweeng  facilities in Promontory, the risk
was minimal and any necessaryy  remediationy was
already iny  place as part oft  thef  touch-up procedures
in the fi nalfi assembly worky  center.k  NASA approvedA
the elimination ofn  Alodinef  touch-up in then  insulation
component work center,k  saving anotherg  72 hours
of processf  time.

We also scrutinized operations where segments
sat idle,t  looking forg  additionalr  opportunitiesl  to reduce
cycle time. One such instance was the amount of
time case insulation spent under vacuum prior to
the curing process.g  Review ofw  dataf ona  the boosters’
new insulationw  materialsn  and somed  very basicy  testing
demonstrated a 73-percenta  reductiont  in vacuum sit

time was possible, effectively shavingy  one to two
days from the overall processing timeline.g

Step 4: Challenge norms and debate
recommendations
Once we identifi edfi  and completed the more obvi-
ous changes, we made additional efforts to target
operations that were potentially more divisive.
We examined inspection records from the Space
Shuttle Program to determine how oftenw  inspectors
found defects at various inspection points. After a
detailed analysis, we identifi edfi  several inspection
points that had not identifi edfi  any defectsy  during
the duration of thef  program — that’s more than 30
years and 330 boosters built (270 fl ightfl  boosters
and 50 static test motors). We deemed these in-
spection points unnecessary andy  recommended
their elimination. A healthy debate with NASA
representatives ensued, and after analysis of thef
risks involved, NASA agreedA  to the elimination of
several of them.f  We did not eliminate all of thef
inspection points as the debates led to a consensusa
that at fewa  inspectionw  points were in place to screen
for potential failure modes that while obviously
unlikely werey  known and severe enough to warrant
the inspection.

Similar to our examination of hardwaref  in-
spections, we took ak  deep dive into raw materialw
inspections to identify potentiallyy wastefuly  prac-
tices. We found numerous instances where the
material supplier and our own acceptance testing
lab performed identical tests, duplicating efforts.g  In
most instances this duplication was not an actual
requirement, but a practice developed over time.
Stopping thisg practice signifi cantlyfi  improvedy  lead
time on the material’s availability, and as a bonus,a
the extra capacitya  createdy  in the lab enabled the lab
employees to streamline their operations.r  We made
similar materialr  enhancementsl  by carefullyy reviewingy
shelf-lives and re-test data on well-characterized
materials used over the decades. We assigned new
shelf livesf  to materials that re-testedt  multiple times
without failing,t  as long asg data anda  agingd  mechanismg
analyses supported the change. This resulted in
not only lessy  frequent raw materialw  orders, but also
greater availability ofy  existingf  materialg  inventories.

Step 5: Predict results
Over ther course of thef  effi ciencyfi  effort,y  which lastedh
several months,l  the insulation componentn  workt  cen-k
ter teamr  recommendedm  changesd  predicted tod  reduce
the time required tod  process a centera  segmentr  oft  thef
five-segment booster from 54 days to 24 days. We
predicted similard savingsr  for forwardr  andd  aftd  segments.t
For ther  overall boosterl  operation,r  31 teams identifi edfi
308 changes to eliminate waste in then  workflow.fl  Those
changes resulted ind  cuttingn 447g  material movesl  from

 A team of technicians

removes the casting
mandrel from a center
segment after casting
and curing the propellant.
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the workflow,fl which translatedh intod  a predicteda  overalld
cycle time reduction ofn 46f  percent.

Step 6: Implement changes and track
actual results
Orbital ATK concludedK  this waste elimination exer-
cise in 2012, and we continue operating underg theser
improved processes as part oft  Northropf  Grumman.
The company hasy  manufactured seven fin  ve-segmentfifi
solid rocket motors:t three development testt motors,t
two qualificationfi  motors, and the two boosters for
the fi rstfi flightfl of NASA’sf  Space Launch System. The
flightfl  boosters will be delivered to NASA’s Kennedy
Space Center in just a fewa  monthsw  to be integrated
into the vehicle that willt  enable humans to return to
deep space for the fi rstfi time in more than 45 years.

Having completedg  thed 35e  segments for theser sevene
boosters using theg  improved processes, Northrop
Grumman has enough data toa  validate the quality ofy
the boosters and the actual reduction in cycle time.

Much ofh  thosef  datae  area  proprietary,e  butIt  can sharen  thate
the results of multiplef  static testsc  indicate the changes
in no way compromisey the quality ofy  thef  boosters.
In addition, the plant ast  a wholea  now performsw  the
same work itk  didt  during theg  Space Shuttle Program,
but witht  a workforcea  that ist  less than half thef  size.

NASA’s support oft Northropf  Grumman’s concert-
ed wasted  elimination initiativen  seemed revolutionaryd
at the time; little did we know thew  agency wasy  ush-
ering ing  a newa  operatingw  modelg  that wouldt  become
a permanenta  part of humanf spacefl ight.fl  Thanks to
prime contractors willing tog make changes to elimi-
nate waste, and program leaders willing tog  embrace
change while managing risk,g  NASA canA  confi dentlyfi
and credibly usey  words like “affordable” and “sus-
tainable” when talking about human missions to
deep space. Affordability andy  sustainability arey  just
the characteristics we need in a humana  spacefl ightfl
program whose purpose is to return humans to the
moon and send the fi rstfi  humant  explorers to Mars.

Northrop Grumman technicians inspect the vacuum bag covering the 
uncured interior insulation of a Space Launch System booster segment 
prior to autoclave curing. A good vacuum bag seal is critical for holding the 
uncured insulation in place and for gas removal during the curing process.
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Justin Pancoast 
is the engineering manager
responsible for Northrop
Grumman’s Mechanical/
Chemical Test Services and
Receiving Inspection Labs in
Promontory, Utah. Pancoast
is an expert in internal rocket
motor material system design
and in advanced optical
metrology measurement and
analysis. He has a bachelor’s
degree in chemical engineering
from Arizona State University
and a master’s degree in
chemical engineering with
a certificationfi  in systems
engineering from the University
of Utah.


